FREIBURG

OPEN CALL
tanzwuchs | freiburg #3
performance . Nov 30 & Dez 01
rehearsal period . Nov 25 to Nov 29
application deadline . Okt 02
selection announcement . Okt 07, 2019

tanzwuchs|freiburg is a format of tanznetz|freiburg, in cooperation with E-WERK and Kulturamt Freiburg and funded by
TANZPAKT Stadt-Land-Bund. tanzwuchs|freiburg supports the professional development of emerging local artists and
provides them space for scenic research and the encounter with an audience. Young creators are encouraged to take
risks and to expose new ideas. In tanzwuchs|freiburg #3 different pieces with a maximum of 10 minutes are shown.
They are connected through a curatorial line. At the end of the performance the audience will be invited to take part in
an open talk with the artists. The performers will get a chance to perform, show and share their compositions. They also
get general videoshoot and professional photos from the general rehearsal plus a promotion campaign through teasers,
texts, web and social media. There is also a small budget for symbolic payment. This will be distributed equally amoung
all artists participating in tanzwuchs #3.

APPLICATION
APPLICANT´S PROFILE
Emerging professional choreographers and dancers which are constantly active creating their own work, artists with
curiosity for innovation and openess to question their work from other perspectives, artists who are pro-active on
resolving practical issues and can be flexible when faced with organizational changes. Performing artists based in
Freiburg will have a priority.
PIECES
Pieces in contemporary dance, dance-theatre, physical theatre, with a maximum of 10 minutes length. This time we are
looking for pieces:
# which concepts are directly related to a specific physical language and the physical language is given priority to other
elements of scenic creation, such as light, music, technical effects and costume.
# which answer the artistic questions mainly with body language and in which there is an engagement of high pysical
performance on stage.
# At the moment of application the pieces should be at a final stage of creation or should have been recently premiered.

A project of tanznetz|freiburg, in cooperation with E-WERK FREIBURG and Kulturamt Freiburg.
Funded by TANZPAKT Stadt-Land-Bund with
the support of the German Federal Government
Commissioner for Culture and the Media.

REHEARSALS / AVAILABILITY
The stage of SÜDUFER will be open for rehearsals from Nov 25 till Nov 29 from 9 AM to 10 PM. Within this time the
tanzwuchs|freiburg-team offers choreographic and dramaturgic guidance.
WORK IN PROGRESS: Availability from November 25th until 28th. The organizers will create a rehearsal schedule according
to the specific necessities of each piece.
PREMIERED PIECES: Availability from November 27th until 28th for a maximum of two rehearsals at SÜDUFER. The
organizers will create a rehearsal schedule accordingly to the specific necessities of each piece.
FOR ALL THE GROUPS: Full time availability on November 29th from 10 AM to 10 PM for technical and general rehearsals.
On the days of performances (Nov. 30th & Dec. 01) the stage of SÜDUFER will be available from 4 PM to 10PM.

HOW?
Fill up the Application form and send us two representative pictures and video of the piece. In case of work in progress
we will accept pictures and video from recent rehearsals in good quality. Any other extra material will not be taken in
consideration. (By sending this picture you declare to have its copyrights and allow the organizers of tanzwuchs|freiburg #3 and the tanznetz|freiburg to use it for
promotional purpose).

Participants are welcome to apply with as many proposals as they wish, but please consider that the

order of the pieces is not alleatory. One dancer will not be taken in two different pieces.

SELECTION CRITERIA
We accept as many proposals as possible. Depending on the amount of applications there will be a selection based on:
# physical language
# use of unconventional techniques or elements to built up a specific scenic language
# scenic strength and precision on the technical execution
# simplicity of technical requirement
# performing artists based in Freiburg will have a priority. Eventhough we are glad to receive applications from other artists
based in the region of Baden-Württemberg

Application Form: https://forms.gle/wJq4uoL3mvgVNmnS7
Foto & Video to: tanzwuchs@tanznetz-freiburg.de

Deadline is October 02, 2019
Results will be announced on October 07, 2019.

More information: www.tanznetz-freiburg.de
Contact: tanzwuchs@tanznetz-freiburg.de

